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Abstract. We propose a novel method to automatically repairing buggy
heap-manipulating programs using constraint solving and deductive synthesis. Given an input program C and its formal specification in the form
of a Hoare triple: {P} C {Q}, we use a separation-logic-based verifier
to verify if program C is correct w.r.t. its specifications. If program C
is found buggy, we then repair it in the following steps. First, we rely
on the verification results to collect a list of suspicious statements of
the buggy program. For each suspicious statement, we temporarily replace it with a template patch representing the desired statements. The
template patch is also formally specified using a pair of unknown preand postcondition. Next, we use the verifier to analyze the temporarily
patched program to collect constraints related to the pre- and postcondition of the template patch. Then, these constraints are solved by our
constraint solving technique to discover the suitable specifications of the
template patch. Subsequently, these specifications can be used to synthesize program statements of the template patch, consequently creating
a candidate program. Finally, if the candidate program is validated, it
is returned as the repaired program. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach by evaluating our implementation and a state-of-theart approach on a benchmark of 231 buggy programs. The experimental
results show that our tool successfully repairs 223 buggy programs and
considerably outperforms the compared tool.
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Introduction

The goal of automated program repair (APR) is to identify fragments of a program that contains bugs and then to discover a patch that can be applied to
fix the issue. This intuitive definition of APR and its evident practical utility have aroused a lot of interest and researchers have proposed various approaches to automatically fixing buggy programs, using ideas from mutation
testing [21,29,41,52,53], mining of semantic constraints [35,36,37], symbolic analysis of the reference implementations [34,46], and deep learning [15,33].
However, one of the current limitations in APR is that few studies focus
on repairing heap-manipulating programs. One of them is a mutation-based approach [28] that combines formal verification and genetic programming to repair
buggy programs. Concretely, this approach uses genetic programming operators,
such as mutate, insert, delete, to generate mutated programs, and then use a verifier to validate these programs. However, these tactics are insufficient to repair

non-trivial bugs in heap-manipulating programs. In another study, Verma and
Roy [50] enable users to express their expected program’s graphical states at different program points in a debug-and-repair process. Their synergistic method is
effective in fixing various bug patterns of heap-manipulating programs, but not
fully automated. In contrast, we aim to build a fully automated method that requires only program specifications in the form of pre- and postconditions. Similar
to our approach in using formal specifications, the previous approaches [17,49]
leverage the static verifier Infer [2,3] to repair buggy programs. Although they
target large-scale projects, these tools can fix only memory-related bugs, such
as null dereferences, memory leaks, and resource leaks. In contrast, our work
aims to repair more complicated bugs related to the functional correctness of
heap-manipulating programs.
In this work, we introduce a fully automated approach to repairing heapmanipulating programs using constraint solving and deductive synthesis. It is inspired by recent advances in program synthesis using formal specification [40,42].
However, our usage of program synthesis only applies to buggy statements to
leave the repaired program with the least changes. The inputs of our approach
are a program C, its precondition P, its postcondition Q. The input program C
is first verified w.r.t. its specifications P and Q, using a separation-logic-based
verifier. If the input program does not satisfy its specifications, it is considered
buggy, and we start the repair process as follows.
Firstly, our approach localizes a list of suspicious statements using invalid
verification conditions in the verification step. Each suspicious statement is subsequently replaced by a template patch TP, consequently making a template
program. The key idea is to find program statements of TP to make the template
program satisfy w.r.t. the specifications P and Q. Next, the verifier is used to
analyze the template program w.r.t. the specifications P and Q to generate constraints related to the specifications of the template patch TP. These constraints
are then solved using our constraint solving technique to discover the definition of the pre- and postcondition the template patch. In the next step, these
specifications are used to synthesize program statements of the template patch
TP. Then, synthesized program statements replace TP in the template program
to produce a candidate program. The candidate program is validated using the
verifier to finally return a repaired program.
Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions.
– We propose a novel approach to repairing buggy heap-manipulating programs.
To fix a buggy program, we first use constraint solving to infer the specifications of a patch. Then, from these inferred specifications, we use deductive
synthesis to synthesize program statements of the patch.
– We introduce a list of inference rules and an algorithm to formally infer the
specifications of a patch. We also present synthesis rules and an algorithm to
synthesize program statements of the patch using the inferred specifications.
– We implement the proposed approach in a prototype and evaluate it in a
benchmark of buggy heap-manipulating programs. Our tool can repair 223
out of 231 buggy programs and outperforms a state-of-the-art repair tool.
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Motivation

We illustrate our repair approach 1: typedef struct node {
struct node* prev;
using the program dll-append in 2:
struct node* next;} node;
Fig. 1 which implements a buggy 3:
version of a function that should 4:
append two disjoint doubly-linked 5: // dll(p, q, n) , (p=null ∧ n=0 ∧ emp)
∨ (∃r. p7→{q, r} ∗ dll(r, p, n−1))
lists (DLLs). The function append 6: //
7:
takes as parameters two point8: void append(node* x, node* y)
ers of the structure node. Each 9: // requires dll(x, a, n) ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n>0
node is an element of a doubly- 10: // ensures dll(x, a, n+m);
linked list and stores pointers to 11: {
the previous and next elements of 12:
if (x->next == NULL) {
the list. Following the definition of 13:
x->next = y;
if (y != NULL)
the structure node (lines 1 - 3) is 14:
y->next = x;
a separation logic (SL) inductive 15:
} else append(x->next, y);
predicate dll, which recursively de- 16:
scribes the shape of a symbolic- 17: }
heap fragment that stores a DLL
Fig. 1: A buggy dll-append program.
of length n. That is, a DLL is either a NULL-pointer with the empty heap predicate emp and zero-length (line 5),
or a non-NULL pointer p to the head of the structure node (denoted via p7→{q, r})
such that the pointer q points to the “tail” of the DLL, with the recursively repeating dll-structure, and a length decremented by one (line 6).
The SL specifications for the function append are given by a precondition and
a postcondition that follow the syntax of requires and ensures, respectively.
The precondition specifies that x and y both are the heads of two disjoint DLLs
(the disjointness is enforced by the separating conjunction ∗), and the first DLL’s
length is positive (line 9). The postcondition expects that the result of append
is a DLL, starting at x, with a length equal to the sum of the lengths of the
initial lists (line 10). Here, the predicate definitions and program specifications
are written after the notation //.
An astute reader could have noticed the bug we have planted on line 15 of
Fig. 1: upon reaching the end of the x-headed DLL, the implementation does
incorrectly set the pointer y->next to point to x. Let us now present how this
mistake can be automatically discovered and fixed using our approach.
Firstly, the starting program state is the precondition dll(a, x, n)∗dll(y, b, m)∧
n>0. Then, we use separation logic rules to update a program state. When
the condition x->next == NULL at line 12 is true, the predicate dll(x, a, n) is
unfolded as ∃u. x7→{a, u} ∧ n=1 ∧ u=null. Consequently, the program state
is ∃u. x7→{a, u} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ u=null. Next, at line 13, we have the
following Hoare triple {∃u. x7→{a, u}} x->next = y; {∃u. x7→{a, y}}, leading
to the program state of ∃u. x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ u=null. This program state could be simplified as x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n=1. Then, when
the condition y != NULL at line 14 is true, the predicate dll(y, b, m) is unfolded
as ∃v. y7→{b, v} ∗ dll(v, y, m−1). As a result, the program state upon reaching
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line 15 is ∃v. x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, v} ∗ dll(v, y, m−1) ∧ n=1. After executing the
statement at line 15, the state is ∃v. x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, x} ∗ dll(v, y, m−1) ∧ n=1.
Then, this state has to entail the postcondition, but the following entailment is
invalid: ∃v. x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, x} ∗ dll(v, y, m−1) ∧ n=1 0 dll(x, a, n+m). Hence,
the function append is buggy.
Our approach repairs this buggy function by replacing a buggy statement
with a template patch. The idea is to infer the specifications the template patch.
Then, these specifications are used to synthesize program statements of the template patch. We will elaborate on the details of our approach in the next sections.
We also use the motivating example to illustrate each step of our approach.
Note that the mutation-based approach [28] is not able to repair this motivating example. That approach relies on mutation operators, such as mutate, delete,
insert. However, there is no expression y->prev or statement y->prev = x available in the program dll-append to replace the buggy expression or statement
at line 15. Besides, as discussed in the Introduction (Sec. 1), the semi-automated
approach [50] requires a user to specify program states at various points to repair
this motivating example while our automated approach only requires a pair of
pre- and postcondition of the input program.
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Overview of Program Repair using Deductive Synthesis
Program
+ Specs

Verify program Invalid
(Sec. 3.1)
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Correct
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Fig. 2: Our automated program repair workflow.

Fig. 2 presents an overview of our program repair approach. An input program is first verified w.r.t. its specifications using a separation-logic-based verifier
(Sec. 3.1). Concretely, the HIP/SLEEK verifier [7] is used. If the input program
does not satisfy its specifications, it is considered buggy, and we start our repair
process. Firstly, our approach collects a list of suspicious statements and rank
them by their likelihood to trigger the bug (Sec. 3.2), based on the invalid verification conditions (VCs) and program traces generated during the verification
step. Secondly, each suspicious statement stmt, starting from the highest-ranked
one, is replaced by a template patch TPstmt , consequently creating a template
program (Sec. 3.3). This template patch TPstmt is accompanied by an initially
4

unknown precondition Ptp and a postcondition Qtp . Thirdly, the approach invokes the verifier to analyze the template program to generate VCs related to
unknown predicates Ptp and Qtp . These VCs are subsequently solved by our
constraint solving technique to discover the definition of Ptp and Qtp (Sec. 4).
Then, these specifications Ptp and Qtp is used to synthesize program statements
of the template patch TPstmt (Sec. 5). If the synthesis step succeeds, a candidate
program is created by replacing the template TPstmt with the synthesized statements. Finally, the candidate program is validated using the verifier to return a
repaired program. Note that HIP/SLEEK is able to prove program termination
[25,26]. Hence, the repaired program always terminates.
We will elaborate on the details of our framework in the rest of Sec. 3 and
Sections 4 and 5. We also formalize our repair algorithm in Sec. 6.
3.1

Program Verification using Separation Logic

Fig. 3 presents the syntax of the formula of our specification language. They
are formulae which follow the pre- and postcondition syntax (requires and
ensures) as introduced in the motivating example (Fig. 1). Our separation logic
fragment is called SLR and contains inductive heap predicates and linear arithmetic. In this fragment, x, k, null denote a variable, an integer constant, and
a null pointer, respectively. A term t can be an arithmetic expression e or a
memory address expression a. Moreover, emp is the predicate describing the
ι
empty memory, and x7→{t1 , ..., tn } is a singleton predicate representing a single
data structure of type ι 3 , pointed to by x, having n fields t1 , ..., tn . Besides,
P(t1 , ..., tn ) is an inductive predicate modeling a recursive data structure (Definition 1). These predicates compose a spatial formula Σ via the separating
conjunction operator ∗. Moreover, Π denotes a pure formula in the first-order
theory of equality and linear arithmetic. Finally, F is a symbolic-heap formula.
t ::= e | a
e ::= k | x | − e | e1 +e2 | e1 −e2 | k·e
a ::= null | x
Π ::= true | false | a1 =a2 | a1 6=a2 | e1 =e2 | e1 6=e2 | e1 >e2 | e1 ≥e2 | e1 <e2 | e1 ≤e2 |
¬Π | Π1 ∧Π2 | Π1 ∨Π2 | Π1 →Π2 | ∀x.Π | ∃x.Π
ι
Σ ::= emp | x7→{t1 , ..., tn } | P(t1 , ..., tn ) | Σ1 ∗ Σ2
F ::= Σ | Π | Σ ∧ Π | ∃x.F
Fig. 3: Syntax of formulae in SLR .

Definition 1 (Inductive heap predicate). A system of k inductive heap
predicates Pi , with i = 1, ..., k, is defined as follows, where each Fji is called a
def

definition case of Pi , and is denoted as Fji ⇒ Pi :

def
i
Pi (xi1 , ..., xini ) = F1i (xi1 , ..., xini ) ∨ . . . ∨ Fm
(xi1 , ..., xini )
i

k
i=1

Example 1 (Doubly linked-list). The doubly-linked list in Sec. 2 is an example
of an inductive heap predicate, which has one base case and one inductive case.
def
dll(p, q, n) = (emp ∧ p=null ∧ n=0) ∨ ∃r. (p7→{q, r} ∗ dll(r, p, n−1))
Fig. 4 presents the semantics of formulae in our separation logic SLR . Given
a set Var of variables, Sort of sorts, Val of values, Loc of memory addresses
3

For brevity, we omit ι when presenting examples.
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(Loc ⊂ Val), a model of a formula consists of: a stack model s, which is a function
s: Var → Val, and a heap model h, which is a partial function h: (Loc × Sort) *
Val+ . In this model, JΠKs denotes the value of a pure formula Π under the
stack model s. Likewise, dom(h) is the domain of h; h # h0 shows that h and h0
have disjoint domains, i.e., dom(h) ∩ dom(h0 ) = ∅; and h ◦ h0 is the union of two
disjoint heap models h and h0 . In addition, [f | x:y] is a function like f except
that it returns y for the input x. Regarding the semantics of an inductive heap
predicate, we follow the standard least fixed point semantics [1] by interpreting
an inductive predicate symbol P as the least prefixed point JPK of a monotone
operator constructed from its inductive definition.
s, h |= Π

iff JΠKs = true and dom(h) = ∅

s, h |= emp

iff dom(h) = ∅

ι

s, h |= x7→{x1 , ..., xn } iff dom(h) = {s(x)} and h(s(x), ι) = (s(x1 ), ..., s(xn ))
s, h |= P(x1 , ..., xn )

iff (h, Jx1 Ks , ..., Jxn Ks ) ∈ JPK

s, h |= Σ1 ∗ Σ2

iff ∃h1 , h2 : h1 # h2 ; h1 ◦ h2 = h; s, h1 |= Σ1 ; s, h2 |= Σ2

s, h |= Σ ∧ Π

iff JΠKs = true and s, h |= Σ
iff ∃v ∈ Val : [s | x:v], h |= F

s, h |= ∃x. F

Fig. 4: Semantics of formulae in SLR .

We follow the literature to use separation logic [5,19,44] to verify the functional correctness of a program w.r.t. its specification. Separation logic follows
Hoare logic in using a triple {P} C {Q} to describe how the program state
is updated during the execution of the program C. Here, P and Q represents
the precondition and postcondition of the program C, respectively. The triple
{P} C {Q} expresses that given a starting program state of a program C satisfying P, if the program C executes and terminates, then the resulting program
state would satisfy Q. Hence, a program C is verified w.r.t. its specifications
P and Q if the triple {P} C {Q} holds. For instance, in Sec. 2, we have used
separation logic rules to update program states and found that the motivating
example in Fig. 1 is buggy because there exists an invalid entailment that consequently makes the Hoare triple of the function append not valid. Technically,
we use the HIP/SLEEK verifier [7] to update program states. In this section, we
do not present separation logic rules due to page limit. Interested readers could
refer to [5,19,44].
3.2

Bug Localization

We localize suspicious statements and rank them according to their likelihood
to cause a bug by utilizing invalid VCs and program traces collected during
theg verification step (Sec. 3.1). Firstly, we collect a list of statements belonging
to buggy traces. Then, we rank these statements by (i) how many times they
appear in the buggy and correct traces and (ii) the distance from it to invalid VCs
using program positions. Concretely, a statement is ranked higher if it appears
more times in buggy traces and fewer times in the correct traces. Then, if two
statements are the same in the first measure, the second measure is used.
6

For example, the only buggy trace in the motivating example (Fig. 1) is
from taking the if branches of the two conditional statements. Hence, we collect
two statements x->next = y at line 13 and y->next = x at line 15. Moreover,
the statement x->next = y also appears in the correct trace when the conditional expression y != NULL at line 14 is false. Therefore, the second statement is more likely to cause the bug than the first one, consequently being
ranked higher. In summary, we localize two suspicious statements with their
corresponding ranking that are subsequently used as inputs of the next phase.
3.3

Template Patch Creation and Constraint Generation

In this phase, each suspicious statement is substituted by a template patch. This
replacement will generate a program that our approach regards as a template
program. Intuitively, the specifications, the pre- and postcondition, of the template patch will be inferred and later used to synthesize program statements of
the template patch.
For example, Fig. 5 shows a 1: void TP(node* x, node* y);
template program created by re- 2: // requires P(x, y, a, b, n, m)
placing the highest-ranked sus- 3: // ensures Q(x, y, a, b, n, m);
picious statement y->next = x 4: void append(node* x, node* y)
with the template patch TP(x, y) 5: // requires dll(x, a, n) ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n>0
at line 11. The special state- 6: // ensures dll(x, a, n+m);
ment TP(x, y) is currently en- 7: {
if (x->next == NULL) {
coded as a function call with 8:
9:
x->next = y;
parameters of all program vari10:
if (y != NULL)
ables available at that pro- 11:
TP(x,y);
gram location. We also encode 12:
} else append(x->next, y);
the pre- and postcondition of 13: }
this function call using unknown
Fig. 5: A template program.
predicates P(x, y, a, b, n, m) and
Q(x, y, a, b, n, m), respectively (lines 2, 3). The parameters of these predicates
are parameters x, y of the template patch TP(x, y) and other variables a, b, n,
m in the precondition of append.
To generate constraints related to the specifications of a template patch, the
separation-logic-based verifier is called to verify the template program. All the
entailments related to the specifications (unknown predicates) of the template
patch are collected. The aim is to infer the definition of unknown predicates to
make all VCs correct, and then use inferred specifications to synthesize statements of the template patch TP(x, y). For example, we collect all VCs containing
predicates P and Q in Fig. 5. These VCs are later used in Sec. 4 to infer the
definition of predicates P and Q. Finally, these specifications are subsequently
used in Sec. 5 to synthesize program statements of the template patch TP(x, y).
Example 2 (VCs of template patch). The entailments related to unknown predicates P and Q of the template patch in Fig. 5 are as follows.
x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null ` P(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∗ K(x, y, a, b, n, m)
Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∗ K(x, y, a, b, n, m) ` dll(x, a, m+n)
7

where the predicate K(x, y, a, b, n, m) is the frame formula [4] which is obtained
after analyzing the function call TP(x, y) with the precondition P(x, y, a, b, n, m).

4

Specification Inference

In Sec. 3.3, we explain how to create a template program and collect entailments
related to the specifications of the template patch. In this section, we will describe
how our approach solves theses entailments to discover the definition of the
specifications of the template patch.
4.1

Inference Rules

Our inference rules to discover the definition of unknown predicates are presented
in Fig. 6. Each inference rule has zero or more premises, a conclusion, and possibly a side condition. A premise or a conclusion is of the form S; ∆, where ∆ is a
set of entailments, and S is the current discovered solution (a set of definitions of
unknown predicates). Furthermore, we write ∆, {F1 ` F2 } to denote a new entailment set obtained by extending ∆ with the entailment F1 ` F2 . When F is a
symbolic-heap formula of the form ∃~x.(Σ ∧Π), we define F ∗Σ 0 , ∃~x.(Σ ∗Σ 0∧Π)
and F ∧ Π 0 , ∃~x.(Σ ∧ Π ∧ Π 0 ), given that fv(Σ 0 ) ∩ ~x = ∅ and fv(Π 0 ) ∩ ~x = ∅.
Here, fv(F ) denotes the set of free variables in the formula F . We also write ~u=~v
to denote (u1 =v1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (un =vn ), given that ~u , u1 , . . . , un and ~v , v1 , . . . , vn
are two variable lists of the same size. Finally, ~u # ~v indicates that the two lists
~u and ~v are disjoint, i.e., @w.(w ∈ ~u ∧ w ∈ ~v ).
>

S; ∆

S; ∆

`π

∆=∅

S; ∆, {Π1 ` Π2 }

Π1 →Π2

S; ∆
ι1
ι2
S; ∆, {Σ1 ∗ u7→
{~t} ∗ u7→
{~r} ∧ Π1 ` F2 }

⊥π

S; ∆
Π1 →false
S; ∆, {Σ1 ∧ Π1 ` F2 }

PL

S; ∆, {F1 ∗ F1P (~t) ` F2 }, ..., {F1 ∗ FnP (~t) ` F2 }
def
P(~t) = F1P (~t)∨...∨FnP (~t)
S; ∆, {F1 ∗ P(~t) ` F2 }

PR

S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x(F2 ∗ FiP (~t))} P def
Fi (~t) ⇒ P(~t)
S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.(F2 ∗ P(~t))}

∗7→

∗P

⊥σ

S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.(F2 ∧ u=v ∧ ~t=~r)}
ι

ι

S; ∆, {F1 ∗ u7→{~t} ` ∃~x.(F2 ∗ v 7→{~r})}
S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.(F2 ∧ ~t=~r)}

S; ∆, {F1 ∗ P(~t) ` ∃~x.(F2 ∗ P(~r))}

S; ∆, {F1 [t/u] ` F2 [t/u]}
S; ∆, {F1 ∧ u=t ` F2 }

=L

∃L

fv(v, ~r) # ~
x

∃R

fv(~r) # ~x

S; ∆, {F1 [u/v] ` F2 }
u 6∈ fv(F1 , F2 )
S; ∆, {∃v.F1 ` F2 }

S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.F2 [t/u]}
S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x, u.(F2 ∧ u=t)}

UL

def
S ∪ {U(~t) = F }; ∆[F/U(~t)], {F1 ` F2 }
U 6∈ F1 , F2
S; ∆, {F1 ∗ U(~t) ` F2 ∗ F }

EL

S; ∆, {F1 ` F2 }
S; ∆, {F1 ∗ emp ` F2 }

UR

def
S ∪ {U(~t) = F }; ∆[F/U(~t)], {F1 ` F2 }
U 6∈ F1 , F2
S; ∆, {F1 ∗ F ` F2 ∗ U(~t)}

ER

S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.F2 }
S; ∆, {F1 ` ∃~x.(F2 ∗ emp)}

Fig. 6: Specification Inference Rules.

Most of our proposed rules are inspired by the standard entailment checking
rules in separation logic literature [47,48]. However, there are two main differences. Firstly, they need to handle multiple entailments generated from the
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verification of a temporarily patched program. Secondly, they also have to deal
with unknown heap predicates. We will explain the details of our rules as follows.
– Axiom rule >. This rule will return the current set of discovered specification
S if no entailment needs to be handled (∆ = ∅).
– Elimination rules ⊥π , ⊥σ , `π . These rules eliminate a valid entailment from
the entailment set ∆ in their conclusions. Here, we utilize three simple checks
for the validity of the candidate entailment when (i) it has a contradiction in
the antecedent (⊥π ), (ii) or it contains overlaid singleton heaps (⊥σ ), (iii) or
it is a pure entailment (`π ). In the last case, an off-the-shelf prover like Z3
[10] will be invoked to prove the pure entailment.
– Normalization rules ∃L , ∃R , =L , EL , ER . These rules simplify an entailment in
∆ by either eliminating existentially quantified variables (∃L , ∃R ), or removing
equalities (=L ) or empty heap predicates (EL , ER ) from the entailment.
– Unfolding rules PL , PR . These rules derive new entailments from a goal entailment in ∆ by unfolding a heap predicate in its antecedent or its consequent.
Note that there is a slight difference between these two rules. When a heap
predicate in the antecedent is unfolded (PL ), all derived entailments will be
added to ∆. In contrast, only one derived entailment will be added to ∆ when
a heap predicate in the consequent is unfolded (PR ).
– Matching rules ∗7→, ∗P. These rules remove identical instances of singleton
heap predicates (∗7→) or inductive heap predicates (∗P) from two sides of
a goal entailment in ∆. Here, we ensure that these instances of predicates
are identical by adding equality constraints about their parameters into the
consequent of the derived entailment.
– Solving rules UL , UR . These rules discover the definition of an unknown heap
predicate U(~t) in a goal entailment of ∆ and update it to the solution set S.
More specifically, if U(~t) appears in the entailment’s antecedent, then the rule
UL chooses sub-formula of the consequent as the definition of U(~t). Similarly,
when U(~t) appears in the consequent, then the rule UR assigns U(~t) to a subformula of the antecedent. In practice, these rules are often used when the
entailment contains U(~t) as its only heap predicate the antecedent (or the
consequent). Then, the rule UL (or UR ) can simply choose the entire consequent
(or the entire antecedent) as the definition of U(~t).
4.2

Inference Algorithm

Fig. 7 presents our proof search procedure InferUnknPreds, which is implemented
recursively to infer specifications from the unknown entailment set. Its inputs
include a set ∆ of unknown entailments and a set S of the currently discovered
unknown heap predicates. This input pair correlates to a conclusion or a premise
of an inference rule. Its output is a set that contains the definitions of the unknown heap predicates. When InferUnknPreds is invoked for the first time the
input S is set to an empty list (∅).
Given the predicate set S and the unknown entailment set ∆, the algorithm
InferUnknPreds considers two cases. The first case is when there exists an entailment F ` G that has more than one unknown predicate in G and no unknown predicate in F . Then, the definitions of unknown predicates in G are
9

Procedure: InferUnknPreds(S, ∆)
Input: ∆, S are sets of unknown entailments and discovered heap predicates.
Output: The solution set of unknown predicates.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if F ` G ∈ ∆ ∧ NumOfUnknPred(F ) = 0 ∧ NumOfUnknPred(G) > 1 then
Ω ← DivideHeapFormula(F )
. devide the spatial formula of F
for each (Ssub , ∆sub ) in Ω do
. One way of dividing
res ← InferUnknPreds(Ssub , ∆sub )
if res 6= ∅ then return res
. Discover a solution
else
R ← FindInferRules(S, ∆)
. find inference rules
for each R in R do
if R = > then return S
. axiom rule
else
. other inference rules
(S0 , ∆0 ) ← GetPremise(R)
. apply the chosen rule
res ← InferUnknPreds(S0 , ∆0 )
if res 6= ∅ then return res
. discover a solution
return ∅
. fail to solve ∆
Fig. 7: Proof search algorithm for unknown entailments.

discovered by defining their spatial and pure formulae (line 2). Firstly, their
spatial formulae of unknown predicates are defined by dividing the spatial formula of the antecedent F using the procedure DivideHeapFormula. For instance,
the first entailment in Example 2 has two unknown predicate P(x, y, a, b, n, m)
and K(x, y, a, b, n, m) in its consequent, and has no unknown predicate in its
antecedent. Hence, the pair (PS , KS ) that contains the corresponding spatial formulae of P(x, y, a, b, n, m) and K(x, y, a, b, n, m) could be either (emp, x7→{a, y}∗
dll(y, b, m)), or (x7→{a, y}, dll(y, b, m)), or pairs in the reverse order. Then, the
pure part of an unknown predicate is defined by using constraints in the antecedent F such that the constraints are related to variables in the spatial formula
def
and the parameters of the predicate. For example, if we have PS =x7→{a, y}, then
def
we have the following definition: P(x, y, a, b, n, m) = x7→{a, y} ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null.
Each way of dividing the spatial formula of the antecedent F results in a pair
(Ssub , ∆sub ) where the definitions of unknown predicates are added to the set S
to generate Ssub . Next, ∆sub is obtained by substituting unknown predicates by
their corresponding definitions in ∆. Then, the algorithm with new arguments
(Ssub , ∆sub ) continues recursively (lines 4, 5).
In the second case, when there is no such entailment F ` G, the algorithm
first finds from all inference rules presented in Fig. 6 a set of rules R whose conclusion can be unified with the entailment set ∆ (line 7). Then InferUnknPreds
subsequently applies each of the selected rules in R to solve the unknown entailment set ∆. In particular, if the selected rule R is an axiom rule >, the
procedure InferUnknPreds immediately returns the current solution set S, which
does not derive any new entailment set (line 9). Otherwise, it continues to solve
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the new set of unknown entailments obtained from the premise of the rule R
(lines 11, 12) to discover the definitions of the unknown predicates (line 13).
Finally, InferUnknPreds returns an empty set (∅) if all selected rules fail to solve
the unknown entailment set ∆ (line 14).
In practice, to make the proof search more efficient, we also rank the discovered inference rules in R by their likelihood to solve the unknown entailments.
These heuristics are as follows:
– The axiom rule (>) is the most important since it immediately returns the
solution set.
– The elimination rules (⊥σ , ⊥π , `π ) are the second most important since they
can remove valid entailments from the entailment set ∆.
– The normalization rules (∃L , ∃R , EL , ER , =L ) are the third most important since
they can simplify and make all the entailments more concise.
– Other rules (PL , PR , ∗7→, ∗P, PL , PR ) generally have the same priority. However,
in several special cases, the priority of these rules change as follows:
• The rules ∗7→, ∗P, PL , PR have high priority if the following conditions are
satisfied. (i) The rule ∗7→ matches and removes singleton heap predicates of
the same root. (ii) The rule ∗P matches and removes identical instances of
inductive heap predicates. (iii) In the rule PL , F1 is a pure formula and F2
is emp. (iv) In the rule PR , F1 is emp and F2 is a pure formula.
• The rules ∗7→, ∗P have high priority when they match and remove heap
predicates that have some identical arguments.
• Finally, the rules PL , PR are more important if after unfolding, they can
introduce heap predicates that have some identical arguments, which can
be removed latter by the two rules ∗7→, ruleInferStarPred.
def

>

S ∪ {Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) = dll(x, a, m+1)}; ∅
S; Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∧ y6=null ` dll(x, a, m+1)

UL

S; Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null ` dll(x, a, m+n)

=L

Fig. 8: A proof tree of applying specification inference rules.

Example 3 (Specification inference). We illustrate how to apply specification inference rules to solve to the below unknown entailments, given in Example 2.
x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null ` P(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∗ K(x, y, a, b, n, m)
Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∗ K(x, y, a, b, n, m) ` dll(x, a, m+n)
The first entailment has two unknown predicates, namely P(x, y, a, b, n, m) and
K(x, y, a, b, n, m), in its consequent, and no unknown predicate in its antecedent.
Hence, the definitions of P(x, y, a, b, n, m) and K(x, y, a, b, n, m) are discovered
using DivideHeapFormula to partition the spatial part of the antecedent. One possible solution is that the spatial part of P(x, y, a, b, n, m) is x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m)
while the spatial part of K(x, y, a, b, n, m) is emp, as follows:
def
P(x, y, a, b, n, m) = x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m) ∧ y6=null
def
K(x, y, a, b, n, m) = emp ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null
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Now, we can replace K(x, y, a, b, n, m) in the second entailment with its actual
definition to obtain the following entailment.
Q(x, y, a, b, n, m) ∧ n=1 ∧ y6=null ` dll(x, a, m+n)
The above entailment can be solved by our inference rules, as presented in the
proof tree in Fig. 8 where S contains the definition of predicates P(x, y, a, b, n, m)
and K(x, y, a, b, n, m).

5

Deductive Program Synthesis

In this section, we show how program statements of a template patch are synthesized from the specifications inferred in Sec. 4. We first define the notion of
synthesis goal, then explain all synthesis rules, and finally introduce an algorithm
that synthesizes program statements using synthesis rules.
ExistsL

Γ ; V ; {F1 [t/u]}

{F2 } | C

Γ ; V ; {∃u.F1 }

{F2 } | C

Frame7→

FrameP

UnfoldL

UnfoldR

Call

t6∈fv(V, F1 , F2 )

Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∧ Π1 }
ι

Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∗ u7→{~t} ∧ Π1 }
Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∧ Π1 }

Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∗ P(~t) ∧ Π1 }
Γ ; V ; {F1 ∗ FPi (~t)}

{∃~z.(Σ2 ∧ Π2 )} | C
ι
{∃~z.(Σ2 ∗ u7→{~t} ∧ Π2 )} | C

{∃~z.(Σ2 ∧ Π2 )} | C
{∃~z.(Σ2 ∗ P(~t) ∧ Π2 )} | C

fv(u, ~t) # ~z

fv(~t) # ~z

def

FP (~t) ⇒ P(~t)

{∃~z.(F2 ∗ P(~t))} | C

Γ ∪ {{G1 }fname(~u){G2 }}; V ∪ {v}; {F1 ∗ G2 θ[v/res]}
Γ ∪ {{G1 }fname(~u){G2 }}; V ; {F1 ∗ F }

Assign

Skip

{F2 } | C
G1 θ = F,
uθ) ∈ V
{F2 } | typ v = fname(~uθ); C fv(~

Γ ; V ∪ {u}; {F1 ∧ u=e}
Γ ; V ∪ {u}; {F1 }

Γ ; V ; {F1 }

{∃~z.(F2 ∧ u=e)} | C u 6∈ ~z, u 6∈ fv(F1 ),
{∃~z.(F2 ∧ u=e)} | u = e; C fv(e) ⊆ V

{F2 } | skip

F1 ` F2

ι

Ret

Γ ; V ; {F1 }

ι

Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∗ u7→(fld : t) ∧ Π1 }
ι

Write

Γ ; V ; {F1 ∗ u7→(fld : t)}
ι

Γ ; V ; {F1 ∗ u7→(fld : r)}

{F2 } | C
u ∈ V,
{F2 } | typ v = u->fld; C v 6∈ V
ι

{F2 ∗ u7→(fld : t)} | C

fv(u, t) ⊆ V,
ι
{F2 ∗ u7→(fld : t)} | u->fld = t; C r6=t

u 6∈ fv(V, Σ1 )
~v are fresh
~
{Σ2 ∗ u7→{t} ∧ Π2 } | struct ι u = malloc(sizeof(struct ι)); C ~t ⊆ V
ι

Alloc

F1 ` ∃~z.F2 ,
{∃~z.(F2 ∧ res=e)} | return e; fv(e) ⊆ V

Γ ; V ∪ {v}; {Σ1 ∗ u7→(fld : t) ∧ Π1 ∧ v=t}

Read

Γ ; V ∪ {u}; {Σ1 ∗ u7→{~v } ∧ Π1 }
Γ ; V ; {Σ1 ∧ Π1 }

Free

{∃~z.F2 [t/u]} | C
{∃~z,u.(F2 ∧ u=t)} | C

{F2 } | C

{∃~z.(F2 ∗ FP (~t))} | C

Γ ; V ; {F1 }

Γ ; V ; {F1 }
Γ ; V ; {F1 }

{F2 } | C P(~t) def
= FP1 (~t) ∨ ... ∨ FPn (~t)
1≤i≤n, ∀j6=i, F1 ∗ FPj (~t) ≡ false

Γ ; V ; {F1 ∗ P(~t)}
Γ ; V ; {F1 }

ExistsR

Γ ; V ; {F1 ∧ Π1 }
Γ ; V ; {F1 ∗ u7→{~t} ∧ Π1 }

ι

{Σ2 ∗ u7→{~t} ∧ Π2 } | C

ι

{∃~z.(Σ2 ∧ Π2 )} | C

u 6∈ fv(Σ2 )
~
{∃~z.(Σ2 ∧ Π2 )} | free(u); C u, t ⊆ V

Fig. 9: Deductive Synthesis Rules.

A synthesis goal is written as Γ ; V ; {F1 } {F2 } | C, where Γ is a list of declared functions that supports to synthesize function call statements, V consists
of all available variables that could be used during the synthesis algorithm, F1
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is a precondition, F2 is a postcondition, and C is a list of program statements
that will be synthesized. Hence, solving a synthesis goal is equivalent to finding
program statements C such that the Hoare triple {F1 } C {F2 } holds.
5.1

Synthesis Rules

Fig. 9 presents our synthesis rules to synthesize program statements. A synthesis
rule contains zero or more premises, a conclusion, and possible side conditions. A
premise or a conclusion of a synthesis rule is a synthesis goal. Here, typ, fld, and
fname indicate a variable type, a field of a data structure, and a function name,
respectively. Besides, res is a keyword in our specification language to indicate
the returned result of a function. Other notations are introduced previously in
Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 3.1. All synthesis rules are described as follows.
– Simplification rules ExistsL and ExistsR . These rules simplify a synthesis goal
by removing an existential variable in its precondition (ExistsL ) or its postcondition (ExistsR ).
– Frame rules Frame7→ and FrameP . These rules remove an identical singleton
heap predicate (Frame7→ ) or inductive heap predicate (FrameP ) from the preand postcondition of a synthesis goal.
– Unfolding rules UnfoldL and UnfoldR . These rules produce a new synthesis goal
by unfolding an inductive heap predicate in the pre- or postcondition of a synthesis goal. When an inductive heap predicate is unfolded in the precondition
(UnfoldL ), the side conditions ensure that only one definition case FPi (~t) of
P(~t) is satisfiable. In contrast, unfolding an inductive heap predicate P(~t) in
the postcondition (UnfoldR ) creates multiple subgoals, but solving the current
synthesis goal requires only one subgoal to succeed.
– Rule Call. This rule invokes a function call fname(~u) which has the specification of {G1 }fname(~u){G2 } when all chosen input arguments ~uθ satisfy the
specification of its corresponding parameters. Here, θ is a substitution of arguments to the parameters ~u of the function, i.e., replacing the function’s
formal parameters with the corresponding actual arguments. Then, updating
the precondition of the synthesis goal is similar to update a program state in
formal verification when a function call fname(~uθ) is encountered.
– Rule Assign. The rule Assign assigns a value e to a variable u that is in the list V
(u ∈ V ) when a constraint u=e appears in the postcondition but the variable
u is not assigned any value in the precondition (u 6∈ fv(F1 )). Consequently, an
assignment statement u = e; is generated.
– Rules Skip and Ret. The rule Skip is applicable when there exists a valid
entailment F1 ` F2 . It also marks that a synthesis goal is solved by producing
a skip statement. Meanwhile, the rule Ret generates a statement return e;.
It is similar to combining the rule Assign (with u is res) and the rule Skip.
These rules have no premises, meaning that they are terminating rules.
– Rules Read and Write. The rule Read assigns the value of a field of a heap
variable to a new variable. For instance, if a statement append(x->next, y)
needs to be synthesized when repairing a buggy dll-append program, Read is
executed to create the statement node* nx = x->next;. Then, Call is used to
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synthesize the statement append(nx, y);. Meanwhile, the rule Write assigns
a new value to a field of a heap variable is if the values of the field of the
variable in the pre- and postcondition differ (see Example 4).
– Rules Alloc and Free. The rule Alloc allocates a new variable u of the data
structure ι if all arguments ~t are in the list V . This rule is called when a new
heap variable u appears in the spatial formula of the postcondition but not
the precondition (u 6∈ fv(Σ1 )). On the other hand, the rule Free deallocates a
heap variable u if it is in the spatial formula of the precondition but not in
the spatial formula of the postcondition.
5.2 Synthesis Algorithm
Fig. 10 shows our synthesis algorithm SynthesizeStmts. Given a list of declared
functions Γ , a list of available variables V , a precondition F1 , and a postcondition
F2 , the algorithm SynthesizeStmts aims to produce a program statement C that
solves the synthesis goal Γ ; V ; {F1 } {F2 } | C. Hence, the program statement C
is the patch that will replace the template patch to create a candidate program.
Algorithm: SynthesizeStmts(Γ, V, F1 , F2 )
Input: A list of function declarations Γ , a list of available variables V , a

precondition F1 , and a postcondition F2 .
Output: A list of synthesized statements, or Fail if no statement is synthesized.
1: R ← FindSynRules(Γ, V, F1 , F2 )
. find applicable rules
2: for each rule R in R do
3:
if R ∈ {Skip, Ret} then return DeriveStmt(R)
. a terminating rule
4:
else if R ∈ {ExistsL , ExistsR , Frame7→ , FrameP , UnfoldL , UnfoldR } then
5:
(Γ 0 , V 0 , F10 , F20 ) ← DeriveNewGoal(R)
. a normalization rule
6:
return SynthesizeStmts(Γ, V 0 , F10 , F20 )
7:
else
. other rules
8:
(Γ 0 , V 0 , F10 , F20 ), stmt ← DeriveNewGoalAndStmt(R)
9:
res ← SynthesizeStmts(Γ 0 , V 0 , F10 , F20 )
10:
if res 6= Fail then return AppendStmts(stmt, res) . found a solution
11: return Fail
. fail to synthesize
Fig. 10: The SynthesizeStmts algorithm.

The algorithm SynthesizeStmts first finds from all synthesis rules presented in
Sec. 5.1 a list of rules R that are applicable to the current tuple (Γ, V, F1 , F2 ) (line
1). If there exists a terminating rule (Skip or Ret), then SynthesizeStmts returns a
skip statement (Skip) or a return statement (Ret) (line 3). If a normalization rule
is selected, then SynthesizeStmts will immediately apply it to derive a new goal
and continue the synthesis (lines 4–6). For other synthesis rules, SynthesizeStmts
subsequently executes each of them to derive both a new goal (Γ 0 , V 0 , F10 , F20 ) and
a program statement stmt (line 8). Our algorithm also checks if the rule Call is
executed on a smaller sub-heap of the precondition F1 that consequently ensures
termination of a patched program. The algorithm will continue the synthesis
process on the new goal (line 9) and will append the previously synthesized
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statement stmt on the new result res to return all synthesized statements (line
10). Besides, it also returns Fail if all selected rules fail to synthesize program
statements from the current inputs (line 11).
In practice, we also ranks synthesis rules collected by FindSynRules to make
the algorithm SynthesizeStmts more effective. Firstly, two terminating rules Skip
and Ret are the most important since they immediately return a list of synthesized statements. Then, the rules ExistsL , ExistsR , UnfoldL are the second most
important rules because they simplify the current synthesis goal and generate a
more concise synthesis goal. Finally, other synthesis rules are ranked equally.
Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{x, t}}

{x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{x, t}} | C’

C’ = skip

Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{x, t}} {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{x, t}} | C
C = y-> prev = x; C’
Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, t}}
Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, t} ∗ dll(t, y, m−1)}

{x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{x, t}} | C

Skip

Write

{∃k, h. x7→{a, k} ∗ k7→{x, h} ∗ dll(h, k, m−1)} | C

Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, t} ∗ dll(t, y, m−1)}

{∃k. x7→{a, k} ∗ dll(k, x, m)} | C

Γ ; V ; { x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, t} ∗ dll(t, y, m−1)}
Γ ; V ; {∃t. x7→{a, y} ∗ y7→{b, t} ∗ dll(t, y, m−1)}
Γ ; V ; {x7→{a, y} ∗ dll(y, b, m)∧y6=null}

{dll(x, a, m+1)} | C
{dll(x, a, m+1)} | C

{dll(x, a, m+1)} | C

FrameP
UnfoldR

UnfoldR

ExistsL
UnfoldL

Fig. 11: Synthesis rules are applied to specifications inferred in Example 3.

Example 4 (The patch to repair the motivating example). Fig. 11 explains how
our synthesis algorithm applies synthesis rules to synthesize a program statement
from the specifications inferred in Example 3. Here, Γ contains a declaration of
function append while the list V is {x, y}. The algorithm SynthesizeStmts first
uses the rule UnfoldL to remove the constraint y6=null from the precondition.
Next, the rule ExistsL is used to remove the existential variable t from the precondition. Then, the postcondition is unfolded twice using the rule UnfoldR to
have a predicate dll of length m−1 like in the precondition. Next, the predicate
dll of length m−1 is removed from both the pre- and postcondition using the
rule FrameP . Finally, the field prev of the variable y is updated according to the
rule Write to terminate the synthesis algorithm with the rule Skip. Therefore, a
program statement y->prev = x is synthesized. This statement will replace the
template patch TP(x,y) at line 11 in Fig. 5 to produce a candidate program. Finally, the candidate program is validated w.r.t. the specifications of the function
append and then returned as the repaired program of the motivating example.

6

Repair Algorithm

We formally introduce the algorithm Repair in Fig. 12. The inputs of the algorithm include a program C, its precondition P, its postcondition Q, and an
environment variable Γ containing all declared functions that can be invoked
during the repair process.
The algorithm first verifies if program C is correct against its specifications
(line 1). If the verification fails, then C is considered buggy. In this case, all the
invalid VCs generated during the verification step are collected (line 2). Next,
the algorithm Repair utilizes these VCs to localize a list of suspicious statements
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S (line 3). It also ranks these suspicious statements according to their likelihood
to cause the bug. Then, it attempts to repair each suspicious statement in S,
starting from the highest-ranked one (lines 4–14).
More specifically, the algorithm creates a template program Cstmt for each
suspicious statement stmt (line 5): it replaces that statement with a template
patch TPstmt , which is specified by a pair of unknown pre- and postcondition Ptp ,
Qtp . Then, Repair verifies the template patched program to collect all VCs related
to Ptp , Qtp (line 6). These VCs will be solved by the algorithm InferUnknPreds
(described in Sec. 4.2) to infer the actual definition of Ptp , Qtp (line 7). If this
inference succeeds (lines 8, 9), the inferred pre- and postcondition P tp , Qtp
will be used to synthesize correct program statements of the template patch
(line 11), by using the algorithm SynthesizeStmts as explained in Sec. 5.2. When
SynthesizeStmts can synthesize a list of program statements, our algorithm Repair
will replace the template patch TPstmt with synthesized statements to create a
candidate program C (line 13). If C can be validated by the procedure Verify,
it will be returned as the repaired program (line 14). Otherwise, the algorithm
Repair returns Fail if it is unable to fix the input buggy program (line 15). It also
returns None if the input program C is correct w.r.t. its specifications (line 16).
Algorithm: Repair(Γ, P, C, Q)
Input: Γ is a list of declared functions that can be used, and C, P, Q are the

program to be repaired, and its corresponding pre- and postcondition.
Output: None if the Hoare triple {P} C {Q} holds, C if C is buggy and C is the
repaired solution, or Fail if C is buggy but cannot be repaired.
1: if Verify(P, C, Q) = Fail then
. C is buggy
2:
VCs ← GetInvalidVCs(P, C, Q)
3:
S ← LocalizeBuggyStmts(C, VCs)
. suspicious statements
4:
for each stmt in S do
5:
(Cstmt , TPstmt , Ptp , Qtp ) ← CreateTemplatePatchedProg(C, stmt)
6:
VCs0 ← GetVCs(Cstmt , P, Q)
. collect entailments
7:
D ← InferUnknPreds(∅, VCs0 )
. specification inference
8:
if D =
6 ∅ then
9:
(P tp , Qtp ) ← GetPredDefn(D)
10:
V ← GetAvailableVars(Cstmt )
11:
TPstmt ← SynthesizeStmts(Γ, V, P tp , Qtp )
. deductive synthesis
12:
if TPstmt 6= Fail then
13:
C ← GetCandidateProg(Cstmt , TPstmt )
14:
if Verify(P, C, Q) = Valid then return C
. discover a patch
15:
return Fail
. fail to repair
16: else return None
. C is correct
Fig. 12: The Repair algorithm.

We claim that our program repair algorithm in Fig. 12 is sound. We formally
state that soundness in the following Theorem 1.
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Theorem 1 (Soundness). Given a program C, a precondition P, and a postcondition Q, if the Hoare triple {P} C {Q} does not holds, and the algorithm
Repair returns a program C, then the Hoare triple {P} C {Q} holds.
Proof. In our repair algorithm Repair (Fig. 12), an input program C is buggy
when Verify(P, C, Q) = Fail or the Hoare triple {P} C {Q} does not hold. Then,
if a candidate program C is produced (line 13), the algorithm Repair always
verifies C w.r.t. the precondition P and the postcondition Q before returning C
(line 14). Hence, if {P} C {Q} does not hold and the algorithm Repair returns a
program C, the Hoare triple {P} C {Q} holds.

7

Evaluation

We implemented our prototype tool, called NEM, on top of the HIP/SLEEK
verification framework [6,7,38]. The specification inference in Sec. 4 was implemented on top of the Songbird prover [47,48]. Because our approach currently
does not synthesize conditional statements, we apply mutation operators, e.g.,
changing from x->next != NULL to x->prev != NULL, to repair buggy conditional expressions of the conditional statements. We conducted experiments on a
computer with CPU Intel® CoreTM i7-6700 (3.4GHz), 8GB RAM, and Ubuntu
16.04 LTS. The details of our tool NEM and experiments are available online at
https://nem-repair-tool.github.io/.
Table 1: Evaluation of NEM and a mutation-based tool [28] on repairing buggy heapmanipulating programs. Programs denoted with * are from [50].
Program
sll-length
sll-copy
sll-append
sll-insert∗
sll-delete∗
dll-length
dll-append
dll-insert
dll-delete
srtll-insert∗
tree-size
tree-height
avl-size
bst-size
bst-height
Summary

#LoC #Buggy
12
13
11
11
13
12
16
12
20
19
13
16
17
13
16

11
9
18
11
17
12
20
11
20
20
16
20
16
16
14
231

NEM
Mutation-Based Tool [28]
#Repaired Avg.Time (s) #Repaired Avg.Time (s)
11
3.31
0
9
5.4
0
18
5.84
1
2.13
11
4.86
1
2.1
17
5.32
0
12
3.7
0
16
10.12
1
5.36
11
4.58
1
2.11
20
15.72
0
20
18.35
2
6.13
16
9.46
0
20
13.67
0
16
32.63
0
16
11.46
0
10
40.54
0
223
12.59
6
3.99

To evaluate our repair approach, we first selected a list of heap-manipulating
programs written in a C-like language that was formally defined in [7]. These
programs include algorithms of various data structures, such as singly-linked list
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(sll), doubly-linked list (dll), sorted linked list (srtll), binary tree (tree), binary
search tree (bst), and AVL tree (avl). They include popular algorithms like insert,
append, delete, copy for linked-lists. Some of these programs are taken from the
benchmark used in [50] that are annotated accordingly. Note that our programs
are tail-recursive while these in [50] use while loops.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we compared our tool with
a state-of-the-art repair tool [28]. This tool uses genetic programming operators,
e.g., mutate, delete, insert, to generate candidate programs, and then verifies
these programs using a verifier. Both program repair tools verify and repair
programs according to their provided specifications. Moreover, these two tools
also use the HIP/SLEEK verifier to verify input programs and validate candidate
programs. Each tool is configured to repair a buggy program within a timeout of
300 seconds. Regarding our tool NEM, we set both the timeouts of specification
inference (Sec. 4) and deductive synthesis (Sec. 5) to 20 seconds. Besides, we
did not include the semi-automated program repair tool Wolverine [50] since we
could not obtain the implementation.
We followed a previous approach [50] in building a bug injection tool. This
tool modifies program statements of a verified program to introduce errors at
various program locations. Our tool modifies directly on the input program and
generates readable buggy versions that are close to the input program. In contrast, the bug injection tool in Wolverine creates bugs in the intermediate representation code, consequently not enabling users to compare the buggy versions
with the original correct program. Our bug injection tool currently modifies one
statement or two statements in different branches of conditional statements. We
also limit the maximum buggy versions of each program to 20.
Table 1 shows the results of running our prototype NEM and the mutationbased tool on the chosen benchmark. For each program, # LoC is the number
of lines of code while # Buggy is the number of buggy versions created by the
bug injection tool. Regarding the last 4 columns, we compared two evaluated
tools in the number of buggy versions repaired, and the average time one tool
needs to fix a buggy version. The results show that our tool outperforms the
mutation-based one in the number of buggy programs repaired. Concretely, NEM
was able to repair 223 buggy versions out of a total of 231 cases while the
mutation-based tool only generated 6 correct patches. It is also noteworthy that
NEM could handle buggy cases in all 15 programs. On the other hand, the
mutation-based tool only gave correct patches for 5/15 programs. This is because
our approach synthesizes patch candidates based on constraints collected from
program semantics. Meanwhile, the mutation-based approach only uses a list of
genetic programming operators, such as mutate, delete, insert, which limits the
pattern of candidate patches.
Regarding the running time, our tool NEM needed 12.59 seconds on average
to generate one correct patch while the mutation-based approach requires 3.99
seconds on average. This is because our approach of using specification inference
and deductive synthesis is more expensive than mutation operators. However, it
is much more effective when it can repair substantially more buggy programs.
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There are 8 buggy versions of the 2 programs dll-append and bst-height that
NEM could not repair. This is because the constraints collected when repairing
these programs are highly complicated that they could not be solved by the
current proof search heuristics of our constraint solver. This is a limitation of
our work and we aim to resolve it in the future.

8

Related Work

Similar to our approach, a mutation-based approach [28] also aims to enhance
APR with deductive verification. Technically, this method requires an iteration
of (i) generating a patch by employing code mutation operators via GenProg [53]
and (ii) verifying the patched program via HIP/SLEEK [7]. In contrast, we use
specification inference and deductive synthesis to generate program statements
of a patch. Hence, our approach is more effective than the mutation-based approach [28] in repairing buggy heap-manipulating programs as shown in Sec. 7.
The initial approaches that repair buggy heap-manipulating programs [11,12]
rely on first-order logic formulae for specifications. However, these approaches
are limited to detecting and fixing violations of user-provided data structure
invariants. Meanwhile, our approach handles a broader class of errors, manifested
as violations of specifications for arbitrary programs. The work [13] uses an input
program and its specifications to generate constraints, which are then solved
using the Alloy solver [20]. The obtained solutions are then translated into a
repaired program. However, the repair procedure in [13] is restricted to a specific
number of templates. In contrast, our approach uses a fully-fledged deductive
synthesis framework, thus, allowing for fixing a larger class of bugs.
Recently, the tool FootPatch [49] relies on the Infer analysis tool [2,3] to detect errors and emit fixes for them. While also grounded in separation logic, this
approach is less general than ours, as it only considers a fixed number of classes
of bugs. However, it is more scalable thanks to the ability of Infer to detect unsafe
memory accesses in large codebases without any user input. Likewise, Logozzo
and Ball [31] use abstract interpretation [9] as a way to detect and fix mistakes in
programs, but only for a limited number of issues that are captured by the employed analyzer. Similar to our approach, Maple [39] uses program specifications
to detect bugs and validate candidate patches in numerical programs.
Our idea of generating correct-by-construction patches is similar to synthesizing programs from Hoare-style specifications [8,40,42]. However, it is applied
in the context of program repair where the minimum number of statements is
synthesized, leading to patches that are close to the original programs. Similar
to our approach, deductive program repair [22] fixes buggy functional programs
using the specifications from both symbolically executed tests and pre/postconditions and verifying the resulting program using the Leon tool [23].
Traditional APR approaches rely on test suites in checking the correctness of programs. Two main approaches of test-based APR are heuristic repair
and constraint-based repair [30]. The heuristic repair identifies the bugs and
the patches in the programs employing the insights that similar code patterns
might be observed in sufficiently large codebases [16,43] while the constraintbased repair uses the provided test suite to infer symbolic constraints, and then
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solves those constraints to generate a patch [32,35,36,37,54]. Test-based APR approaches have been previously applied for fixing bugs in programs with pointers.
For instance, a recent approach [50] involves a programmer in the debug-repair
process to define correct program states at run-time. In contrast, our approach
repairs buggy programs without the involvement of programmers.

9

Limitation and Future Work

We now discuss the limitations of our current approach and our plans to address them. Firstly, our approach mainly focuses on fixing program statements.
Consequently, it may remove correct expressions, e.g., the left-hand side of an
assignment or a parameter of a function call. This is because it aims to ease the
bug localization step in limiting the number of suspicious statements as the number of suspicious expressions would be considerably larger than that of suspicious
statements. In the future, we plan to add expression-level program repair by expressing correct expressions as holes in program sketches as in ImpSynt [42]. This
method could also enhance our approach in repairing multiple locations as our
approach currently only repairs one buggy statement or two buggy statements
in different branches of a conditional statement.
Secondly, our approach does not handle omission errors. The debug-andrepair approach [50] can repair these cases by adding program states at various
program points. Likewise, we can improve the capabilities of our repair method
by inserting template patches at various program locations, and then synthesizing program statements of these patches. Thirdly, our approach could not repair
buggy programs using the structure list segment in their specifications, e.g., the
program schedule3 in the benchmark of [28]. Our early inspections indicate that
these cases need lemmas in synthesizing program statements. Therefore, we aim
to incorporate lemma synthesis, e.g., [48], to our repair framework. Fourthly, the
buggy programs in our benchmark (Sec. 7) are produced using a bug injection
tool. Therefore, we plan to evaluate our approach on student submissions in
programming courses, similar to previous approaches [14,18,45,51].
Furthermore, we aim to ease the requirement of providing program specifications from users. To do that, we could either leverage static analyzers that do
not require program specifications, e.g., Infer [2,3], or incorporate specification
inference techniques, such as [24,27], to automatically infer program specifications. Finally, as discussed in Sec. 7, we plan to improve our constraint-solving
technique to handle buggy programs that our approach currently fails to repair.

10

Conclusion

We have proposed a novel approach to fix buggy heap-manipulating programs. If
a program is found buggy, we first encode program statements to fix this program
in a template patch. Then, the specifications of the template patch are inferred
using a constraint solving technique. Finally, from the inferred specifications, we
use deductive synthesis to synthesize program statements of the template patch.
The experimental results showed that our approach substantially outperformed
a mutation-based approach in repairing buggy heap-manipulating programs.
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